FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Analytics Rx Introduces Behavioral Health Analytics Software
Features first real-time dashboards using Qualifacts VJDBC 6.1 data connection
Increases behavioral health providers’ bottom lines up to 30 percent per program
FORT WORTH, Texas, June 5, 2017 – Analytics Rx, a Pittsburgh-based software developer, has
released its latest version of Analytics Rx software for behavioral health providers at the 2017 Carelogic
Community Users Conference. Carelogic, developed by Nashville-based Qualifacts, is a web-based
electronic health record (EHR) designed specifically for behavioral health and human services
organizations. Analytics Rx software integrates providers’ general ledger and other data infrastructures
with EHRs, such as Qualifacts’ Carelogic, into a HIPAA-compliant, cloud-based business solution.
Analytics Rx software enables organizations to use real-time analytics to improve compliance, outcomes
and productivity without the delays of having to manually create the information.
The newest feature is a Virtual JDBC (VJDBC) 6.1 data connection. Analytics Rx provides a secure
VJDBC, which is a JDBC type-3 driver that offers a client-server model for remote access of JDBC data
sources over different network protocols. This connection integrates and compiles data into real-time
outcome, productivity and compliance dashboards. Dashboard graphics display tactical information in
charts, graphs and gauges, providing an agency’s management with organizational transparency and
evidenced-based leadership tools that drive performance.
Since its introduction in 2013, Analytics Rx software has added an average of 15 percent to 30 percent
to behavioral health providers’ bottom lines per program. According to Scott Douglass, director of
quality, at Pittsburgh-based Milestone Centers, Inc., which offers direct care services to 2,700 persons
annually in Allegheny and Westmoreland counties in Pennsylvania, “After a small sample, we’re
projecting that Analytics Rx dashboards, accompanied with improved scheduling, will reduce our
outpatient losses by 24 percent.
(more)
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“In this compliance-driven, pay-for-performance and regulatory environment, behavioral health
providers need a trusted ally like Analytics Rx,” Douglass added.
Analytics Rx software was created by Steve Blaney, a former management consultant with
Westinghouse Productivity Center, and is based on his collaborations with for- and non-profit
organizations over more than 35 years. Analytics Rx’s other software solutions include Performance
Manager and Outcome Evaluator, which are sold as standalone products or as an integrated suite. The
company also offers 24/7 support and training, and provides consulting through its sister company,
Performance Associates International. Analytics Rx has secured nearly $1 million in grants to help
behavioral health organizations purchase its products. Its Peer-to-Peer Analytics software solution,
enabling behavioral health providers to compare performance and share best practices, is targeted for
release in 2018. Analytics Rx and Performance Associates International are based in Pittsburgh.
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Analytics Rx’s new behavioral health analytics software features the first real-time dashboards
using Qualifacts VJDBC 6.1 data connection to increase behavioral health providers’ bottom
lines up to 30 percent per program.
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Steve Blaney, creator of Analytics Rx software, based the product on 35+ years of collaborations with forand non-profit organizations. He is a former management consultant who has secured nearly
$1 million in grants for behavioral health organizations to purchase his company’s software products.

